
The experience of textiles in art therapy: a review of literature 

Abstract 

 

This article is the literature review for a larger heuristic exploration of the experience 

of textiles within the context of art therapy entitled ‘Playing with fabric: The experience of 

textiles in art therapy’. The research sought to examine what textiles can offer to those who 

work creatively and therapeutically with the materials, how this is experienced in art therapy 

and if it offers anything different to other arts materials.   

 

The article will critically evaluate recent research on textiles in the context of art 

therapy. There is only a modest amount of therapeutic research on textiles, therefore I 

reference work from artists and more general textile discourse. I evaluate and highlight 

literature that covers the metaphorical and symbolic meanings within textiles therapeutically 

and within textile artwork, associations to memory, wellbeing and textile use and links with 

neuroscience and trauma recovery work.  
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Introduction  

 

This article seeks to explore recent research around textiles and critically evaluate it 

within the context of art therapy, so as to highlight themes and gaps in the research. It 

incorporates sources from various therapeutic frames of reference, artists practice, general 

textile journals and Jessica Hemming’s (2012) textile anthology.  Whilst textiles have been 

explored within art therapy literature, it is limited with the focus on women’s experiences 

mainly based abroad and using an art as therapy model of working.   The literature covers 

the themes of textiles and 

 

• Symbolic and metaphorical meanings  

• Associations to memory  

• Wellbeing  

• Trauma recovery work 

 

American clinical psychologist and textile artist, Ann Futterman Collier, offers the 

most extensive literature on the use of textiles within therapy (2012, 2011, 2014, 2016). Her 

book ‘Using Textile Arts and Handcrafts in Therapy with Women’ (2012) covers many 

aspects of working with fibre therapeutically.  Her purpose is to review work done with 

women in this medium, provide therapists with specific suggestions of how to use fibre arts 

and links to strengthen psychotherapy goals. Collier et al (2016) state that textiles media 

within art therapy is understudied. Moon (2010) also questions why, in a profession where 

89% of BAAT (2016) members, including qualified and trainee art therapists are women, 

there is not more research and discussion on a topic with strong historical links with women.  

 

Moon (2010) classifies fibre arts as a craft form, with its characterisations of being 

functional or with purpose (Auther 2010). The categorisation of art and craft is widely 

disputed in the art world (Auther 2010, Moon 2010, Parker 1984) with discord between the 

creation of an object for function, as is traditionally labelled craft or symbolic, being called 

art. Moon (2010) cites Ulman, Kramer and Kwiatowska (1977) when discussing crafts place 
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in art therapy, stating crafts are less emotionally demanding and lacking in self-confrontation.  

Parker (1984) presents the hierarchical division of arts and crafts as a class issue and 

sexual categories of male/ female, with fine arts such as painting and sculpture, being for 

the privileged and men, and crafts associated to the working class and women. However, 

Collier (2012, p.14) states that the language and associations of textiles “naturally avail 

themselves to symbolically describing our inner psychological and outer social lives and can 

be used to explore key issues.”  

 

Within Hemming’s (2012) ‘The Textile Reader’ anthology, Mitchell (1997, p.6) states 

that “making sense through the tactility of textiles has implications for perception in a wider 

sense” with their “subtle nuance and fragile pliability…as embodied metaphor” (Mitchell, 

1997, p.11). Bristow (2011) suggests that the embodied, non-verbal materiality of textiles, in 

direct contact with the body, negotiates the relationship between self and others. Hamlyn 

(2003, p.16) extends this by writing that fabric “has the ability to suggest, enhance, and 

draw attention to what it covers and adorns.”  

 

Furthermore, Schneider and Weiner (1989) recognise that cloth and the range of 

decorative variations, such as the textile techniques and materials mentioned previously, 

provide an endless opportunity for communication about age, sex, rank, status, group 

membership and ideological values, stating:  

 

   “Social scientists and laypersons regularly describe society as fabric, woven or knit 

together…The softness and ultimate fragility of these materials capture the vulnerability of 

humans, whose every relationship is transient, subject to the degenerative processes of 

illness, death and decay.”  (Schneider and Weiner, 1989,p. 2)  

 

This suggests that the language and association to textiles establishes a wide scope 

for accessibility, and the exploration of emotional issues for many people.  Art therapist 

Pamela Whitaker (2014) states:  
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“Encouraging the inclusion of fabric and fibre arts within art therapy offers new ways 

of exploring stories as they are told not only through words, but through the rhythms of 

going in and out of strands of meaning”.  

 

Themes 

 

 Symbolic and metaphorical meanings  

 

Textiles rich capacity for symbolic and metaphorical links is explored within the 

literature.  Collier (2012) expands the description of textile materials with symbolic 

associations through the language of the techniques and processes such as; the process of 

felting being a metaphor for absorption or protection and weaving being a process of 

combining elements to make a whole and also to contrive something i.e. weave a tale.  

Carocci (2010) examines the healing of Native American AIDs quilts, recognising that 

quilting making is not only a therapeutic process but also that the objects contain multiple 

metaphorical messages. The concept that quilts have unspoken links with healing, curing, 

wrapping and protection speaks to the maker and viewer.  Moxley et al (2011) write about 

the process of group quilting as providing a shared activity that unifies homeless women’s 

common experience through this joint activity.  The pieces, patched and stitched, embody 

the restoration of daily life, and are tangible symbols for the women’s progress. 

 

Corkhill et al (2014, p.39) writes about knitting, suggesting “Knitting creates strong, 

resilient, flexible fabric. Therapeutic knitting seeks to create strong, resilient, flexible minds 

in the process”. Furthermore, St.Germain (2014) writes about making a crochet blanket, and 

giving it to her son during his difficulties with drugs and alcohol. The blanket acts as a 

metaphor for her love, warmth and prayers. Additionally she writes of the stitches be a word 

in a prayer “stitches take on the shape of your grief, swelling as your eyes do” (St.Germain, 

2014, p.23).  Expanding on this symbolic theme, Homer (2015) cites a client’s rich 

metaphorical link to the creation of a blanket in an art therapy case study. The client writes 

in her reflective journal, “the blanket has been a metaphor for our time together…putting the 
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pieces of my life, of myself, together” (Homer, 2015, p.23). Preparing for the ending of this 

therapy, she wrote of herself as the blanket: 

 

   “I can make the blanket (myself) better, but it’s an optional thing I’m left to myself to 

do. [My therapist] told me to use my sewing machine to reinforce the seams. How fitting, the 

last step is to reinforce what I’ve done.” (Homer, 2015, p.25)  

 

Huss (2010, p.215) writes about embroidery as a “culturally embedded speech act’” 

for women in Bedouin culture, communicating “social information, status, and power, as well 

as emotional states such as mourning” (Tapper & Ingham, 1997; Vogel, 1992 as cited by 

Huss, 2010, p.219).  Huss (2010) explores the use of symbolic and culturally relevant 

language (embroidery) in Western art therapy sessions with migrant Bedouin women as a 

means of integrating and navigating their dual cultural identities. Huss (2010) describes how 

through the concrete combination of using traditional embroidery techniques, with Western 

art materials such as silk painting, and adapting traditional designs, the women embody 

their experience of change in the arts material. In this example, recognising the significance 

of safety when working with women is paramount.  Huss (2010, p.219) states: 

 

“indirect expressions of conflict, emotion, and power through pattern, fabric, and 

colour legitimizes the symbolic systems developed by these women. This then enables the 

women to express themselves while maintaining their safety”.  

 

As is typical of art therapy sessions, the group joined together, and provoked by the 

embroidered art objects they had created, discussed their emotional responses to the 

themes of conflict and ambivalence around their transitional, dual experience (Huss, 2010).  

 

Artist Lindsay Obermeyer parallels the knitted garment to that of a bond with a child, 

stretching, ripping, fraying, unravelling “a perpetual cycle of mending and loosening until 

death” (www.lboartstudio.com/#/pier/, no date) demonstrating the rich metaphorical 

connotations textiles materials and processes offer.  
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The artist Judith Scott was a prolific user of fibre arts. As an artist with Downs 

Syndrome she was introduced to textile based processes at a community based arts 

workshop for people with disabilities (Morris and Higgs, 2014). She went on to create three-

dimensional objects to international acclaim, binding, wrapping, knotting, using twine, colour 

yarns and incorporating found objects, her signature style being “construction of densely 

layered, cocoon-like  

wrapped objects” (Morris and Higgs, 2014, p.33). Higgs (2014) writes of Scott’s 

processes and work as creative imagination being unlocked, her work demonstrating 

symbolically “tensions between chaos and control – between the bound and unbound – 

between what is revealed and what remains obscured” (Morris and Higgs, 2014, p.33). The 

description demonstrates the capacity the language around textiles has to describe internal 

happenings for the makers.  

 

Associations to memory  

 

Within the literature studied, symbolism is further illustrated by what textiles can 

contain and embody as a physical material.  Stallybrass (1993, p.68) writes of “textile’s 

ability to remember size, shape and traces of the body”, its powerful associations with 

memory. He writes about children’s comforters bearing “the teeth marks, the grime, the 

bodily presence of the child…cloth that endures and comforts…stands in for absences and 

loss” (Stallybrass 1993, p.70). He goes on to give examples of textiles and cloth at 

important life transitions; death, birth, marriage, about the smell and the stains and the 

special qualities imbued in fabric; 

 

 “cloth can trace connections of love across the boundaries of absence, of death, 

because cloth is able to carry the absent body, memory, genealogy, as well as literal 

material value.” (Stallybrass 1993, p.74)  

 

Theoretical links with Winnicott’s (1971) transitional object are apparent, that which is 

imbued with special relationship of the primary caregiver, the inner experience and the 
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“intermediate area of experiencing” (Winnicott 1971, pg.3).  There are historical references 

to textiles healing and transformative nature, Agosin (2008) describes the arpeilleras 

brightly coloured patchwork cloth pictures, as a collective memory of the Chilean history and 

experiences of dictatorship. The hand sewn images, made from clothing of the missing and 

deceased, were a means of women communicating and retelling their story during the time 

of oppression and sadness; with the “past and present absorbed in the fabric” (Agosin 2008, 

p.18).  

 

Junge (1999) writes from an art therapist’s perspective about mourning and memory, 

in relation to the AIDs quilts and Vietnam Veterans memorial wall. She links quilts to 

symbolism of warmth, comfort, continuity and a past, similar to that which Carocci (2010) 

mention previously. However, Junge (1999) describes the creation of a quilt, with personal 

mementos sewn into the patches as “mourners are making ritual memory objects to bring to 

the dead” (Junge, 1999, p.200).  In a more recent study, Garlock (2016) writes about 

memory cloths and working with women who have experienced gender-based violence.  

The fabric offers a means of remembering loved ones and processing the trauma, holding 

“the story and history of the wearer embedded in the weave of the cloth” (Garlock, 2016, 

p.60). Within the article Melancholy objects, Gibson (2004) describes clothing as a 

transitional object and a means of negotiating holding on and letting go when dealing with 

grief, seeing using the item as an opportunity to reclaim “the remains of a life now gone’ 

(Gibson 2004, p.297).  

 

Within the art world, there are many artists who cite textiles association to memory. 

The year 2013 saw the curation of twenty-three textile artists by Lesley Miller into the 

exhibition ‘Cloth and Memory’.  Miller (2013, p.15) writes  

  ‘”cloth as the silent witness to our passing through life remains evocative and 

seductive. The haptic relationship between our bodies and the textiles which accompany us 

provides an alternative language of memory, one that can be used by the artist to locate 

memory in an object, a material thing”.   
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One of the artists, Rachel Gray (Figure 5), professes her interest in the ‘wrong’ side 

of clothing, how it is constructed, wear and tear, alterations and labels. She writes  

 

   “everyday, simple, humble objects have stories to tell; in frayed and worn edges 

and unravelling stitches, marks…there is evidence of life, industry and time passing, there is 

drama in a single stitch” (Gray, 2013 as cited in Miller, 2013, p.54).   

Figure 5. Shadow Pieces (2013) Rachel Gray  (Miller, 2013, p. 54)  

 

Textiles and wellbeing  

Collier (2011) conducted the first quantitative and qualitative research study with a 

multinational sample of 891 women textile handcrafters. ‘The Well-being of Women Who 

Create with Textiles: Implications for Art Therapy’ explores the reasons women create with 

fibres and whether they used this process to change difficult moods. Collier (2011) 

hypothesised that those who identified as a textile maker would be proficient in more than 

one technique. The results confirmed that the respondents had mastered 4.25 textile 

techniques with knitting, sewing and crochet being the top three. This information is 

supported by a prior, smaller study by Johnson and Wilson (2005) who found that their 

participants engaged in an average of 3.8 types of textile handicraft.  
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Collier (2011) demonstrated that the women principally worked with textiles for 

enjoyment and as a means of expressing their feelings, that textile makers were functioning 

within healthy average wellbeing and they reported that “fibre making successfully changed 

their negative mood, rejuvenated them, and allowed them to be absorbed in an activity” 

(Collier, 2011, p.110). Collier, Wayment and Birkett (2016) has since conducted research on 

the ‘Impact of Making Textile Handcrafts of Mood Enhancement and Inflammatory Immune 

Changes’. An experimental study, consisting of a focus group of forty-seven experienced 

fibre artists, suggested that those involved in engaging and stimulating textile making 

benefitted. They propose that there are “four important components for subjective well-being 

during art making: arousal, engagement, positive mood during activity, and lack of 

rumination” (Collier, Wayment and Birkett 2016, p.183) but they are uncertain as to whether 

the benefits would transfer to people with clinical disorders (Collier, Wayment and Birkett 

2016).  

 

In the modest amount of research literature on textiles, wellbeing has been well 

researched (Collier, 2011, 2012, 2014, 2016 Reynolds, 2000, 2002, Riley, 2008, Kenning, 

2015, Corkhill et al, 2014) and appears to be focused on art as therapy. Although useful to 

consider in terms of textiles within art therapy, a concern is that the majority of the 

participants in these studies were already adept, skilled and passionate about using textile 

techniques. Common themes that arise from the research include the use of textile making 

for emotional relaxation, physical relaxation, building self esteem, sense of self and identity, 

strengthening social contacts via group work and the internet, intellectual stimulation, 

engagement and a sense of ‘flow’, outside of a therapeutic space.  

 

Csikszentmihalyi’s (1990) theory of a state of flow in relation to why textiles are 

beneficial is cited in Collier (2016, 2014, 2012, 2011) Corkhill et al (2014) and Kenning 

(2015). Flow involves a sense of being absorbed in activity through mastery and further 

challenge of the technique, with people finding it to be a rewarding and energising state of 

being (Collier 2016, 2014, 2012, 2011 Corkhill et al 2014, Kenning 2015). These 

discussions and research suggest the model of art as therapy: Hill (1948) as cited by 
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Edwards (2014, p.1) lays the benefit of art as therapy being by “completely engrossing the 

mind (as well as the fingers)”. Furthermore, a recent Canadian study by Bookbinder (2016) 

entitled ‘Fusion of a Community using Art Therapy in Long – Term Care’ presents using 

fusible quilting techniques in art therapy with men and women, the results demonstrate 

using the medium as psychodynamic, communicatory, multi-sensory, community bonding 

experience and a learning tool. However Bookbinder (2016), places the art therapy as ‘art 

as therapy’ approach, with residents and patients exercising choice and building trust 

through the activity as opposed to a way to increase personal understanding.  

 

The scope of studies reviewed here are very limited and female centric, this offers 

little variation in participant. Collier’s (2016, 2014, 2011) participants were recruited via yarn 

stores, international fibre magazines and via personal contacts Collier knew via the textile 

scene.  Respondents to Collier’s 2016 and 2011 studies were self-selecting; mostly very 

well educated, white, middle aged or older and enthusiastic in sharing their experiences 

thus a limited demographic (Collier, Wayment and Birkett 2016, Collier, 2011). Reynolds 

(2000) qualitative study on managing depression through needlecraft only spoke with 

women who were needlecraft practitioners. Kenning (2015) used a snowball sampling 

technique, seeking specifically the views of older women actively involved in textile craft 

activities. Riley (2008) interviews and observes a Welsh guild of weavers, of which she was 

also a member, again demonstrating a very socio  - cultural specific study and level of skill 

and interest via belonging to a guild.  

 

Trauma recovery work 

  

So far the literature I have reviewed has described the symbolism and metaphorical 

meanings of textiles and the associations to memory within the context of art therapy. 

Interestingly there is a strong base of research into textiles and wellbeing albeit more 

focused on art as therapy. However, some recent studies by Homer (2015) and Garlock 

(2016) focus attention on neuroscience and the sensory experience of working with fibre in 
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art therapy, with clients recovering from trauma, in particular using Perry’s (2006) model of 

‘Five R’s’.  

 

Garlock (2016) associates sewing with bilateral stimulation of the right and left 

hemisphere of the brain through using two hands. This engagement of the brain, is also 

written about by Corkhill et al (2014, p.40) but with knitting, she states “Bilateral, 

coordinated movements engage more brain capacity…and appear to facilitate a meditative-

like state more readily than unilateral movements”.  Hass - Cohen and Findlay (2015, p.90) 

state “experiences of attachment based trauma can hinder left and right hemisphere 

integration”. In their book ‘Art Therapy and the Neuroscience of Relationships, Creativity 

and Resilience’ they present a fabric-based attachment album, and suggest that through the 

processes of making with glue and stitch, reparation of attachment processes are 

symbolised.   Touch activates the limbic, emotional and unconscious part of the brain 

(Hass-Cohen and Findlay 2015). Hass-Cohen and Findlay (2015) describe the benefits of 

art-mediated touch combined with verbalising its emotional effects, as a means of 

strengthening and modifying neural pathways. They also propose that clothes can trigger 

unconscious, interpersonal memories but inconsistently point out “the daily experience of 

touching the fabric of a beloved wool jacket, although comforting, is routine and will 

therefore not be likely to spark consciousness” (Hass – Cohen and Findlay 2015, p. 206).  

 

Perry (2006) advocates a healing model of working known as the ‘Five R’s’ with 

children whose functional capabilities have been compromised by experiences of neglect 

and abuse, resulting in abnormal neural organisation (Perry 2006).  Homer (2015) relates 

fabric collage as an activity that encompasses all the qualities of this model citing Perry 

(2006) that it activates: 

  

      “a) relational (safe and nurturing), b) relevant (age appropriate yet 

developmentally matched to individual’s needs), c) repetitive (patterned and predictable), d) 

rewarding (pleasurable), and e) rhythmic (resonant with neural patterns and biological 

rhythms)” (Homer, 2015, p. 20).   
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Homer (2015, p.22) demonstrates a useful diagram of the Five R’s model in relation 

to the fabric collage work (Figure 6) and describes working alongside client ‘Veronica’ “to 

help her experience secure attachment, affiliation, and atonement”. They used particular 

fabric to stimulate a “sensory, pleasurable experience” (Homer, 2015, p.22) and rhythmic 

hand sewing as it was developmental and age appropriate. Within the article Homer (2015) 

also discusses adapting the process for a 14 year old boy in foster care, and that the 

process of fabric collage improves emotional regulation and motor skills.  

 

Figure 6. Diagram of collaborative fabric collage as an intervention (Homer, 2015, 

p.22) 

 

Garlock (2016, p.60) states that “many art materials are conducive to Perry’s model” 

however, she further develops the point suggesting that story cloth groups in particular 

relate to the model by means of developing relationships, sharing stories, techniques and 

supplies, solving problems together, rhythmic stitching, cutting, crocheting and ritual of the 

room preparation and cleaning down of the space.  

 

Landes (2012) description of a textile art therapy group of South Asians with 

diagnosis’s of schizophrenia, also fits with Perry’s model of working. Landes (2012) uses 

embroidery, a culturally relevant material. The group is brought together relationally to share 
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their stories in a safe, therapeutic space. Landes (2012, p.230) wrote “the communal aspect 

of the art activity played an important part in allowing the group to be together”. She states 

“stitching enabled women to work at their own pace, to develop a rhythm in tune with them” 

(2012, p.230), with the canvas they worked on providing a “literal frame, offering a safe, 

contained space…allowing for the possibility of self-expression and development” (Landes, 

2012, p.230).  Jacobs and Fornal (1999) as cited by Corkhill et al (2014, p.40) shared the 

opinion that “repetitive movements in animals enhance the release of serotonin” with the 

knitting “rhythm [being] is instantaneously calming” (Corkhill et al, 2014, p.40).  

 

Conclusion  

 

From this review of the literature, there is evidence that textiles may well be an 

important and safe entry point for women into art therapy, especially when considering 

cultural background  (Landes, 2012, Huss, 2010, Kalmanowitz and Lloyd 1999) and that if 

women are adept in one technique, they are likely to be familiar with other textile processes.  

Within the literature, the metaphorical richness of textiles has been demonstrated. 

Metaphors are extremely useful and well used in art therapy, through having multiple 

meanings and interpretations, they are uncertain and non confrontational. This can be 

useful for both client and therapist in building a positive rapport and looking at images and 

experiences from different perspectives (Moon, 2007) and using visual representations to 

express non-verbal nuance and transformation. The literature indicates that working with the 

transitional nature of fabric, which has memory embedded within the fibres, offers those 

who work with it a chance to process and re-work their experiences. This research has also 

highlighted a link between sensory experience of textiles and trauma recovery work.  

 

However, there are large gaps in the research, with the majority of the research being 

with those who are already adept, skilled and passionate about using textile techniques and 

are women. In addition the focus is on art as therapy, rather than as an intervention to 

develop self-awareness and understanding. From the literature highlights further areas for 

exploration and the need for more research on the subject, in particular to develop more 
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understanding in terms of work with clients. Recommendations to focus on specific areas of 

experiences with textiles in art therapy such as: 

• Sensory perceptions of fibre arts 

• Use of textiles to increase body awareness for trauma recovery work 

• Working with loss and grief using textiles from outside the art therapy space.    

• Memory and textiles 

• Spontaneous image making with textiles  

• The barriers of participation with textiles in art therapy – specifically looking at 

the balance of male / female usage.  

• The use of ‘crafts’ in art therapy practice  

It would be interesting to explore research with clients who have used textiles in their 

art therapy process to gain understanding of their experience of working with the materials. 

In particular, hearing the perspective of male and female clients experiences and group 

work when working with fibre arts.  

Wds 3911 
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